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Negotiators agree on TPP over opposition
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“All politics is local” got another spin Saturday as Congressman Rick Nolan and Senator Al Franken kicked off a
get-out-the-vote doorknock in West Duluth for Labor- and
DFL-endorsed candidates in Nov. 3’s municipal elections.
More on page 5.

By Mark Gruenberg
PAI Staff Writer
Last week, trade negotiators
for the 12 Trans-Pacific
Partnership countries announced an agreement, capping
nearly six years of secret negotiations, with corporate lobbyists leading the U.S. effort.
CWA President Chris
Shelton exposed TPP in an oped in The New York Times:
“The Trans-Pacific Pact is a
one-sided deal to help the 1
percent,” he wrote. “Despite all
the hype, it’s clear that this TPP
will continue decades of onesided trade policy that gives
away U.S. workers’ jobs and
harms our communities, while
benefiting multinational corporations and the 1 percent.”
Saying “it’s not just us” in
the labor movement who
oppose TPP, AFL-CIO President Richard Trumka stated
that a wide-ranging coalition
has already formed, and is
growing, to stop the scheme,
and it’s picking up bipartisan
support for divergent reasons.
Working through the night
of Oct. 4-5 in Atlanta – and disregarding protests outside their
closed doors – trade bargainers
for the U.S. and 11 Pacific Rim
nations reached agreement on a
formal TPP on Oct. 5.
The pact would not only

Ecklund wins 3A Primary, gets AFL-CIO nod
Rob Ecklund easily won the
Sept. 29 DFL Primary in a special election for the Minnesota
House of Representatives District 3A seat that opened with
Rep. David Dill’s August death
On Monday Ecklund received the North East Area
Labor Council’s endorsement
following screenings in International Falls for the Dec. 8
special election. The AFL-CIO
and the DFL Party had sat out
the endorsement process for
the Primary, which was called
just 52 days after Dill’s death.
Ecklund is a member, and
former president for nine years,
of USW Local 159. He is a

machine tender at the International Falls Boise Cascade
plant where he’s worked for 26
years. He serves as a Koochiching County Commissioner.
In the Primary Ecklund
received 3,083 votes (44%)
defeating DFL challengers Bill
Hansen (2,637, 37%), Eric
Johnson (678, 9%), and Heidi
Omerza (655, 9%).
Ecklund’s win showed the
continued strength of unions in
northeastern Minnesota. Labor
endorsements were critical to
his success in the Primary he
said, with help from USW District 11, Iron Range and Duluth
Building & Construction
Trades councils, AFSCME
Council 5, and other unions.
The Primary was also considered by some as a referendum on copper-nickel mining
that has stirred emotions in the
region, the state and the nation.
Ecklund is a strong supporter
of copper nickel mining and
the opportunity it gives the
region for new economic activity and jobs. Hansen opposes it
and had many environmentalists and their organizations supporting his candidacy.
“I have a good group of vol-

unteers helping me and the lit
drops and phone banking by
the Trades, Steelworkers, and
AFSCME were critical,” Ecklund said of the Primary. “But
I’m not taking anything for
granted.”
District 3A is Minnesota’s
largest House district geographically, about the size of
Rhode Island.
Ecklund should be a lock to
win the Tuesday, Dec. 8
Special Election against Republican and Independent candidates.
He is a 1976 International
Falls High School classmate of
Rep. Mike Sundin (DFL-Esko)
Ecklund should become another union member serving in the
Minnesota House of Representatives, which is currently controlled by Republicans.

lower or eliminate tariffs on
products coming into the U.S.
from the 11 nations – including
labor-repressive countries such
as
Malaysia, Brunei and
Vietnam – but also would give
corporations virtual free rein to
go to secret pro-business trade
courts to override federal, state
and local laws that could
endanger their profits.
That means TPP’s secret
trade courts could toss everything from job safety and
health laws, to Buy American
rules, and more – including, as
Minnesota State Fair attendees
learned, food safety. All those
problem provisions lead unions
and workers to call the TPP yet
another, and the worst, in a
long line of so-called “free
trade” pacts stretching back to
NAFTA 20 years ago.
“Has there ever been a free
trade deal that has helped
American workers,” Duluth
Central Labor Body President
Dan O’Neill asks.
But now Congress must
vote up or down within 90 days
on TPP’s implementing legislation once President Obama (D)
sends it to Capitol Hill. And
they must vote without being
able to make any changes or
add amendments because
Congress granted him fast
track authority in June.
While the complete TPP
text has yet to be unveiled, “If
it’s anything like what we’ve
already seen, we’ll be opposing
it and we’ll be opposing it vigorously,” Trumka said Oct. 6.
“It’ll make our members a little
more skeptical – and a little
more determined to stop it.”
Other union leaders agreed.
Steelworkers President Leo
Gerard spoke for many: “From
what we know, the draft TPP
threatens the future of production and employment. It compromises the so-called 21st
century standards that were
supposed to form the foundation for this agreement. It will
deal a critical blow to workers
and their standard of living in
the United States.”
While the final version “will
contain some new bells and
whistles, from what we have
seen and know, at its core the
hastily concluded TPP deal will

Ban of Don Ness is lifted
The Duluth AFL-CIO Central Labor Body has lifted the
lifetime ban of Don Ness from the Labor Temple’s
Wellstone Hall. Mayor Ness and members of the Central
Body Executive Board met Monday afternoon, discussed
the issue, and resolved it. The unfortunate, emotional issue
is over and the parties will work to repair their relationship
and move on for the good of the great city they all love.

simply continue today’s outdated, disastrous approach to
trade. This TPP deal shouldn’t
even be submitted to Congress
and, if it is, it should be quickly rejected,” he added. “Our
negotiators are trying to beat
the clock to close a deal so they
can rush it through Congress
before next year’s elections.”
Obama declared worker
rights are written into the TPP’s
text – an assertion Gerard
brushed aside. That’s important, given repression of workers in several of the TPP
nations, notably Vietnam –
which bans non-government
unions and pays workers 56
cents a day minimum wage –
and Brunei, which violently
discriminates against gays and
lesbians.
“While supporters tout the
See TPP moving...page 3
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Central Body officer nominations Nov. 12
county jurisdiction.
According to the AFL-CIO
Constitution not more than one
delegate from the same local
union, nor more than two delegates from different locals of the
same national or international
union, are eligible to hold office
at the same time. Those qualifications have not been strictly
adhered to for many years as all
willing to serve are welcomed.
If you are unable to attend the
Nov. 12 meeting but desire to
serve the Central Body, you
should submit a letter to that
effect to the Central Body prior
to the meeting. You can present
your letter to Reading Clerk
Larry Sillanpa, Room 110,
Duluth Labor Temple, 2002
London Rd, Duluth, MN 55812.
The election of officers will
be held at the Thursday, Dec. 10
regular monthly meeting with
installation of officers to take
place at the conclusion of the
election. The holiday party folDuluth’s Karpeles Manuscript Museum is sponsoring a lec- lows and everyone is invited.
ture series highlighting its current exhibition on Charles Dickens
and social reform in Victorian England. In the spirit of Dickens,
the series of five lectures will donate proceeds to organizations
supporting families and children experiencing poverty and
homelessness in Duluth.
On Thursday, Oct. 22, 7:00 p.m. at Karpeles Museum, 902
East First St., Steven Matthews will present a talk, “Lost in the
London Fog: What happened to the English working class in the
times of Dickens.” Matthews is a member of the University
Holiday shopping is here
Education Association in the University of Minnesota Duluth
and
we should all be looking
History Dept.
for
American-made
products.
Amply illustrated with historic images, Matthews’ talk will
A
good
way
to
do
that
is to go
provide thought-provoking information on labor conditions:
to
Labor411.org.
Near
the top
dawn to dark hours in unsafe conditions, child labor, and low
of
their
splash
page
you’ll
have
wages that gave birth to a united labor movement. Authors like
the
opportunity
to
select
some
Dickens used their own experiences of these dehumanizing conditions to write novels that awakened the consciousness of work- directory categories along with
a zip code locator, hit the red
ers, owners, and society at large.
Suggested donation for the event is $5-$20 at the door. A cash prompt icon and you’re off!
Now use the information
bar will offer beer and coffee.
and
go buy a gift for the
All proceeds will be donated to Loaves and Fishes to help
Community
Services Program
them keep their lights on and their good work flowing into makHoliday
Toy
Drive. Bring the
ing the community a better place for all.
unwrapped gift to the
Thursday, Nov. 12 Duluth
There will be a great opportunity to show you care about oth- Central Labor Body meeting
ers this holiday season when the Head of the Lakes United Way and you’ll feel good about
holds a Day of Caring on Wednesday, Dec. 9. This community making someone’s holiday a
wide event has volunteers lending their skills to help complete little brighter.
To find out how to help in
needed projects for local non-profit agencies.
other
ways call Community
Not only does Day of Caring provide organizations with
Services
Program Director
valuable resources, it is a great opportunity to learn about the
Rachel
Loeffler-Kemp
at 218important work they do in our community. Volunteer sign-up
726-4770,
or
email
rloefflerstarts Monday, November 2 at www.volunteerduluth.org. Start
organizing your union team, friends, family and co-workers to kemp@hlunitedway.org.
lend a hand and have some fun this holiday season!
At the next regular monthly
meeting of the Duluth AFL-CIO
Central Labor Body nominations
will be taken for all offices of the
council. That meeting is
Thursday, November 12, 2015 at
7:00 p.m. in the Labor Temple’s
Wellstone Hall,
The 14 offices are: president,
vice president, treasurer, secretary, reading clerk, sergeant-atarms, assistant sergeant-at-arms,
three trustees, and four executive
board members. All offices have
two year terms.
President Dan O’Neill has
stated that he will not seek a
fourth term in office.
There is one open seat on the
executive board.
The Central Body does not
hold scheduled executive board
meetings. They are only held if a

member calls for one. Almost all
business is conducted during
regular monthly meetings of all
delegates the evening of the second Thursday of each month.
To qualify as a nominee for
office you must be a delegate to
the Central Body from an affiliated union.
Affiliates are asked to update
their list of delegates and alternates, if needed, prior to the
meeting by sending a new one to
Duluth Central Body, Room 110,
2002 London Road, Duluth, MN
55812. The phone/fax number is
(218) 724-1413.
North East Area Labor
Council President Alan Netland
has stated that any member of
any union affiliated with the
NEALC can attend the meeting
of any labor assembly (central
body) in the NEALC’s seven

Karpeles will look at labor
during Charles Dickens’ time

Laborers #1091’s 4th food
drive looking for donations
Laborers’ Local 1091 will start their 4th Annual Food Drive
beginning Thursday, Oct. 15 with their monthly meeting. They
hope to continue with their successful efforts that started in
2012 to help alleviate hunger in the Twin Ports area.
“We are grateful that our Construction Trades’ members
have been working in boom times here but there are many in our
communities who haven’t been as fortunate,” said Laborers’
1091 Business Manager Dan Olson. “Many people are physically or mentally unable to work and they need our help.
Homelessness, poverty, and hunger are affecting too many
among us and the number of children hurting is heart breaking.
They’re right outside our Labor Temple and in our neighborhoods. We are asking our brothers and sisters to help us in providing a little comfort to those who have so little as we approach
the holiday season.”
Collection boxes and tables for donations of non-perishable
food items will be available at the end of the Labor Temple’s
first floor hallway (enter via 20th Avenue East entrance below
London Road and take a right).
Financial contributions for the food drive will also be accepted. They can be made out and sent to Laborers Local 1091 Food
Drive, Room 119, 2002 London Road, Duluth, MN 55812.
Olson said Rachel Loeffler-Kemp, Community Services
Liaison for the Duluth Central Labor Body and the Head of the
Lakes United Way, will help the Laborers direct all contributions to food shelves in need in the area.

AmericanOn Tuesday, Nov. 3 VOTE
made gifts for NORA SANDSTAD
Holiday Toy Duluth School Board
District 3
Drive needed
I am proud to be endorsed by
the Duluth Federation of Teachers,
Duluth Central Labor Body, and AFSCME!
Paid for by Duluth AFL-CIO Central Labor Body COPE

PLEASE MENTION THIS LABOR WORLD AD

Day of Caring: Holiday edition

“Freedom Summer” showing IBEW 31 & 242
Retirees’
“Freedom Summer” is the next offering in the Unitarian
Universalist Congregation Duluth’s showing of award winning
Luncheon
films. Young people from around the U.S went to Mississippi in
1964 to help African-Americans overcome obstacles to registering to vote. The events led up to the passage of the Voting Rights
Act of 1965. This film will be at co-sponsor Myers-Wilkins
Elementary School, 1027 N. 8th Ave. E., Weds., Oct. 21. A provided supper is at 5:15 pm with the film following.
Transportation and child care will be available. For information
call visit facebook.com/uuduluthmn and look under “Events.”
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DIVORCE • PATERNITY
CUSTODY/PARENTING TIME
GRANDPARENTING RIGHTS
STEP PARENT ADOPTIONS
FELONIES • DUI/DWI
MISDEMEANORS • OFPS/HROS

Tues., Oct. 27
1:00 p.m.

Ace’s on 29th

Members & Their
Guests Welcome!
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Nolan opposed to TPP move
The picket line crossing and
banning of Mayor Don Ness is
kinda behind us but everyone’s
not comfortable. Something
internal is sticking in my craw.
I’m appalled at the reaction
of many union members who
think labor is wrong on the
issue and to blame for the negative media feeding frenzy. The
media does their best to completely ignore us until they
have an opportunity to shed a
bad light on us. One television
reporter wanted to talk about
the “damning rhetoric” cast at
unions. How do you think that
story would have gone in the
20 seconds it was given on
TV? Try to defend yourself in
that court of public opinion.
As the dispute went on too
many union members were
willing to take a back seat, or
wanted to hide, because of the
black eye they felt they were
getting in the PR campaign
waged against labor. You stand
up and fight is what you do for
what labor stands for because a
black eye will go away but
your principles need to stay.
We’ve had plenty of black

eyes. Everything that is good
about your union job, and
organized labor, was gained for
you by trade unionists that
came before you and many got
a lot worse than a black eye.
Some got boot hill. Think of
them as you brush the cake off
your sweater and worry about
how you’re being perceived.
There’s a lot of good for
labor that’s come of the
Radisson dispute. If it made
you feel weaker you’ve got
work to do.
Don’t you dare roll over on
the gains made for you by
those who fought for them in
the past. Your employers and
“friendly” politicians didn’t
give you the good things like
wages and benefits that allow
Labor World 2015 issues: you to live a middle class life
Oct. 28; Nov. 11, 23; so don’t go kissing their asses.
Be proud of the fact that unionDec. 16
ists here are willing to stand up
for their principles and take on
LABOR WORLD
all comers when they’re
(ISSN#0023-6667) is published
semi-monthly except one issue in
wronged. They’ve been doing
April, June, December (21 issues). it for 150 years, lost more times
The known office of publication is
than they won, but they always
Labor World, 2002 London Road,
got up again, maybe looking
Room 110, Duluth, MN 55812.
out of two black eyes.
Periodicals postage is paid at
Duluth MN 55806.
Labor is strong here
POSTMASTER:
because we haven’t rolled over.
Send address changes to:
Don’t start doing it now over
Labor World, 2002 London Rd., someone who crossed a picket
Room 110, Duluth, MN 55812 line and felt wronged when he
S-70
7
was called on for doing it. Get
your ass down there and sup(218) 728-4469
port the picket line and enjoy
FAX: (218) 724-1413
laborworld@qwestoffice.net
the horns honking in support.
www.laborworld.org
If you don’t grow a back~ ESTABLISHED 1896 ~
bone
you’ll be in a plight simiOwned by Unions affiliated with the
lar
to
what has happened to so
Duluth AFL-CIO Central Labor Body
many of Wisconsin’s trade
Subscriptions: $25 Annually
Larry Sillanpa, Editor/Manager unionists. You can’t look the
Deborah Skoglund, Bookkeeper other way and hope for the
best, hope those in positions of
Board of Directors
Pres/Treas Dan Leslie, IBEW 31; power won’t come after you, or

~NOTICE~

TWIN

CITIES

DULUTH

VP Stacy Spexet, USW 9460;
Sec Kathleen Adee, Education
MN; Mikael Sundin, Painters &
Allied Trades 106; Dan O’Neill,
Plumbers & Steamfitters 11;
Al LaFrenier, Workers’ United;
Steve Risacher, Carpenters 361;
Tom Cvar, UFCW 1189
Scott Dulas, NALC 114

The non-profit Labor World, Inc. is the
official publication of the Duluth AFLCIO Central Labor Body. It is an educational, advocacy newspaper for workers
and unions. The views and opinions submitted and expressed in the Labor World
do not necessarily reflect the views of the
paper, its Board of Directors or staff, the
Duluth AFL-CIO Central Labor Body, its
affiliated unions, their officers, or staff.
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maybe even throw you a bone.
You’re worried about
labor’s perception in the community? We get nothing in this
community unless we battle for
it so “stand up and fight” which
was a line Paul Wellstone used
a lot. Too many are willing to
take this laying down. You’d
rather fight with your labor
brothers and sisters than get
caught having a backbone in
public. You’re probably going
to start kissing your bosses’ ass
even more in the future. Get
some more Chapstick, you’ll
need it. It ain’t easy standing up
for working folks or the trade
union movement but don’t be
afraid to swing your short end
of the stick.
Some of our members feel
like the Central Body rolled
over on them by lifting the ban.
They’re the ones upholding our
standards and principles.
Unfortunately when the perception becomes that there’s
enough blame to butter all the
bread it may be time to move
on. Don’t you insult those good
folks, or back up because your
PR is bad, it’s seldom good.
Stand up and fight if you think
an injury to one is an injury to
all. If it is all about you don’t
get in the way, you might get
steamrolled by the common
good and that will hurt too.

“Quote, Unquote”
A woman is like a tea bag.
You never know how strong
she is until she gets into hot
water.
We have to face the fact
that either all of us are going
to die together or we are
going to learn to live together
and if we are to live together
we have to talk.
You wouldn't worry so
much about what others
think of you if you realized
how seldom they do.
~Writer’s Almanac quotes
from Eleanor Roosevelt on her
birthday Sunday, Oct. 11.

[WASHINGTON D.C.] On the day it was moved U.S. Rep.
Rick Nolan (D-MN 8) released the following statement regarding the completion of Trans-Pacific Partnership negotiations.
“Having reviewed the preliminary TPP agreement, and after
attending weekly classified briefings for the past two years, it’s
clear to me that there are no significant protections for American
manufacturers and workers – for their wages, pensions and
health care – or for our economy or our environment.
“Unless Congress puts a stop to it, the Trans-Pacific
Partnership agreement will follow NAFTA in a race to the bottom that will send millions more good American jobs overseas.
As miners across Minnesota’s Iron Range continue to face devastating layoffs, the TPP would allow the continued dumping of
millions of tons of low-grade, foreign government-subsidized
steel and other knock-offs of top quality American manufactured
goods into our marketplace, doing irreparable damage to our
economy.
“To be clear, American workers can complete and win anywhere in the world – but not when forced to compete with
nations like Vietnam and Malaysia where wages are low, worker benefits are virtually non-existent and environmental regulations are largely a joke.
“In short, these negotiations have been conducted in secret by
foreign governments and multi-national corporations for the sole
benefit of wealthy executives and special interests – to the detriment of American workers, our environment, our food safety and
our ability to innovate and advance human development. I will
continue to do everything in my power to see that it’s defeated in
the Congress.”

TPP negotiators move...from page 1
deal, those promises” about worker rights “will fall on deaf
ears,” he said. U.S. workers “had to fight to get our trade rules
enforced in the face of inadequate enforcement and constant
cheating by our trading partners. Even the best rules, which
were not included in TPP, if unenforced, are essentially worthless.
The TPP is also picking up bipartisan opposition, but for
varying reasons, both in Congress and on the presidential campaign trail.
In both a press release and in his response to an AFL-CIO
questionnaire, Sen. Bernie Sanders (I-Vt) a top Democratic
hopeful, blasted it, as did another Democratic contender, former
Gov. Martin O’Malley, D-Md. Former Secretary of State Hillary
Clinton, the leader in overall national Democratic polls, came
out against TPP, breaking with Obama on the trade deal that may
be his key legacy.
“As of today, I am not in favor of what I have learned about
it,” Clinton told Judy Woodruff of PBS's Newshour Oct. 7.
Sanders called the TPP “continuation of a failed approach to
trade which benefits large multi-national corporations and Wall
Street, but which is a disaster for working families…I will do
everything I can to defeat it.”
Billionaire developer Donald Trump, the current leader in the
GOP presidential polls, called the TPP “terrible” and blasted
Obama trade deal bargainers for “incompetence.” He did not say
what he would do differently.
The other business executive in the Republican race, exHewlett-Packard CEO Carly Fiorina, has said “the devil is in the
details” and called on Obama to release the TPP text.
And Senate Finance Committee Chairman Orrin Hatch, RUtah, whose panel wrote the “fast track” law that lets Obama
send the TPP to Congress, called it “a mediocre deal that fails to
set high-standard trade rules.” TPP “appears to fall woefully
short” in key details, he added.
Americans for Limited Government President Rick Manning
said, “President Obama calling globalization a challenge just
three days after releasing an executive summary of the TransPacific Partnership is jaw dropping in its audacity. Once again,
the President proves that he cannot see the destructive impact of
the very policies that he promotes. We invite Obama to join
Americans for Limited Government in opposing his own TransPacific Partnership because of its devastating impact on the U.S.
economy and worker. If Obama wants to stop jobs from going
overseas, then perhaps he should stop shipping them there.”
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Rep. Simonson endorses
Janet Kennedy for council

State Representative Erik Simonson endorsed Janet Kennedy for the District 5 Duluth
City Council seat at an October 6 press conference in Morgan Park.

Thank You, Thank You!
The Carlton County Labor Day Celebration
wants to thank these local unions, organizations and businesses
for their most generous support of our 96th annual celebration.
Irving Community Association
Minnesota Power
Sappi Fine Paper
USW Local 11-63, Cloquet
Cloquet Office of Tourism

MAPE
Enbridge Pipeline

IBEW Local 31 AFSCME Local 545, Cloquet

USW Local 9460, Duluth
Aardvark Septic Pumping

Minnesota Energy Resources

NCFO Chapter 939, Cloquet
Northwoods Credit Union
Jim N Jo's Katering
Premier Theaters Inc, Cloquet
Ironworkers Local 512
Boldt Construction
Members' Cooperative Credit Union
Duluth Building and Construction Trades Council
Duluth News Tribune
Duluth Dodge, Jeep, Chrysler, Ram

Marine General

Roofers Local 96

Stock Tire
Painters Local 106
Cloquet Labor Temple Bar
L&M Supply
Benna Ford
The Medicine Shoppe /Raiter Pharmacy
Raiter Clinic
IBEW Local 242
Plumbers & Steamfitters Local 11
Perkins Restaurant
Cloquet Interiors
Precision Auto Body and Sales
Daugherty Appliance
Republic Bank, Esko
Frandsen Bank and Trust
Cloquet Ford, Chrysler
Four Star Construction
Super One Foods
Reliable Insurance Agency
Bluestone Oral and Maxillofactory
Third Base Bar
The Carpet Connection
Thrifty-White Pharmacy
Benson Electric
Laborers Local 1091
Kraemer Construction
Oswell Auto Body
Henagin’s Hideout
Carpenters Local 361
Teamsters Local 346
Holiday, Cloquet
Operators Local 49
WIPFLi CPAs and Accountants
Minnesota AFL-CIO
Lane Coach Service
Harley Davidson Sport Center
The Iron 5

State Representative Erik Simonson admitted he doesn’t
often get involved in local politics. But he did on Oct. 6 for a part
of Duluth he represents because he wants to see the western part
of town have a better city councilor. He was joined at a Morgan
Park press conference with other supporters of Janet Kennedy,
who is challenging the incumbent. Kennedy has been endorsed
by the Duluth Central Labor Body.
Simonson said the city is embarking on an effort to improve
the St. Louis River corridor and the area needs a voice that all of
Duluth can support as it embarks on new economic development
agenda for western Duluth.
“Janet gets that, her message resonates with people,”
Simonson said. He said transportation and infrastructure repairs
will be important, but what the next decade looks like for the
area for development and property owners is critical.
“We have to remember that thirty percent of the people in the
fifth district earn less than $20,000 a year,” Simonson said.
“They haven’t had a chance to reach out but Janet can for them.
I’m happy to endorse Janet for election.”
Kennedy said she grew in western Duluth and was involved
in athletic competition across the street at the school facilities.
“I know the importance of maintaining our neighborhoods,”
Kennedy said. She said as a young single mother she learned the
importance of setting goals and
the perseverance it took to
accomplish them. She will use
those lessons to bring better
representation to District 5.
“I’ve always been involved
with children,” she said with
her family at her side. “ I know
the importance of giving back
and making our community
better for everyone. I want to
be your councilor to help find
solutions, and say ‘yes’ to
things that will improve our
POLITICAL
lives.”
Kennedy said it’s time for BUTTONS WANTED
leadership in District 5 that will Collector buys all types of
old political buttons,
work to strengthen its neighborhoods.
badges, ribbons, posters, etc
“I have the passion and
Call or text Paul
drive and I want to put it into
action, and that’s why I’m ask952-200-7490
ing for your vote on November
paul@7cpco.com
3,” Kennedy said.

Appliance Repair Service
Duluth-Superior Trophy and Awards
Beth Peterson
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Franken, Nolan give GOTV a big boost
The group of tireless volunteers who are trying to bring
Labor- and DFL-endorsed candidates victories in Nov. 3’s
municipal elections got a big
boost Saturday. Senator Al
Franken and Congressman
Rick Nolan helped over five
dozen of them kick off get-outthe-vote door knocking on a
beautiful, crisp fall morning.
The kick-off took place in
West Duluth at 5th District city
council candidate Janet Kennedy’s mother’s home. Supporters of Kennedy’s incumbent opponent tried their best
from the sidewalk to disrupt
the kick off but were unsuccessful as large bodied trade

unionists blocked them out.
Nolan told the gathering
that included many union
members that they were
involved in the most effective
form of campaigning – going
door to door and talking to their
neighbors. He brought cheers
when he said Emily Larson has
brought the most excitement to
a mayoral race since Hubert
Humphrey ran for mayor of
Minneapolis in the 1940s.
“We have not seen such a
committed group of candidates
as the ones you have running
here this year,” Nolan said of
the ten endorsed city and
school board candidates. They
were all in attendance.

At Saturday’s GOTV kick-off mayoral candidate Emily
Larson gave UFCW Local 1189’s Tamara Jones, left, kudos
for her great work as Director of the Coordinated
Campaign to get Labor and DFL candidates elected Nov. 3.

Franken told them to keep
up their great work, even to
ignore their families because
really their kids want the house
to themselves. “Your seven
year old knows how to use the
microwave, and she can teach
the four year old how,” he said
to laughter.
Zach Sias, Coordinated
Campaign Director, stated,
“We have been working all
election season to promote our
strong progressive team. I’m
happy to see that representatives from all levels of government are coming together to
talk with our neighbors about
the importance of local elections. We have big issues to
tackle and one-to-one conversations are the beginning of
that process. This slate of DFL
and Labor Endorsed candidates
is the most progressive we
have ever seen in Duluth. As
we try to get Duluthians to
focus on the impact and importance of local elections, it is
great to see our federal leaders
join our city council and school
board champions.”
With only about three
weeks left to election day Sias
said the GOTV effort will take
all the help they can get.
You can contact Zach Sias
at 409-9246, 728-1257, or
zach@nealc.org. Volunteers
can sign up for shifts at
j.mp/Duluth2015. Action is
taking place out of the Labor
Temple’s Room 99.

Mayor Don Ness, five city councilors, and a group that has
formed urging a “no” vote on the ranked choice voting ballot question on Duluth’s Nov. 3 ballot held a presser Sunday.

Group forms opposing RCV
Many were surprised August 13 when the Duluth Central
Labor Body came out in opposition to Duluth’s Nov. 3 election
ballot question asking voters if they want the city to use a ranked
choice voting (RCV) system. A well funded group is pushing a
“yes” vote. On Sunday a group, Keep Voting Simple – Vote No
RCV, surfaced. The group included Mayor Don Ness, five city
councilors, local DFL leaders, and college math professors.
Ness said the push for a voting system change is “a solution
looking for a problem.” He said Duluth has good voter turnout
and he thinks the current system is good because it allows for
one on one competition between the two candidates that are left
standing for a general election.
Councilor Jennifer Julsrud said RCV will lead to more “vanity candidates” that will file just to be on the election day ballot.
Vote No co-chair Cathy Schuyler said that will make a ballot
more confusing, hurt turnout, and hurt public trust of elections.
Councilor Barb Russ said so many candidates applied for a
Minneapolis mayor’s race using RCV that the League of Women
Voters there was unable to hold candidate forums because there
were so many of them.
“We would hate to not be able to continue forums and let voters get to know the candidates,” said Russ.
UMD Math Professor Eric Erdman said the system “can find
See Vote No on RCV...page 6
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Workers’ productivity increases without wage increases = income inequality
An Economic Policy
Institute Report
By Josh Bivens and
Lawrence Mishel
Wage stagnation experienced by the vast majority of American workers has emerged as
a central issue in economic policy debates, with candidates
and leaders of both parties noting its importance. This is a
welcome development because
it means that economic inequality has become a focus of
attention and that policymakers
are seeing the connection bet-

ween wage stagnation and
inequality. Put simply, wage
stagnation is how the rise in
inequality has damaged the
vast majority of American
workers.
The Economic Policy Institute’s earlier paper, Raising
America’s Pay: Why It’s Our
Central Economic Policy
Challenge, presented a thorough analysis of income and
wage trends, documented rising wage inequality, and provided strong evidence that
wage stagnation is largely the

Vote no on RC Voting...from page 5
a winner with the least support and help your least favorite
candidate win.” He said 6 of 18 cities that went to RCV have
abandoned it already. He said Minneapolis dropped from 70,000
voter turnout to 45,000 the first time they used RCV. The system
also makes for many more spoiled ballots because of its confusing nature, and long counts of ballots, which can cause 20% of
them to be exhausted before the final count.
The new group said the 2013 Minneapolis mayoral election
has 79,415 ballots cast and it took 34 rounds of counting to
declare a winner. Only 63,842 ballots were “still alive” and
counted in that 34th round, which meant 15,573 (20%) weren’t.
The winner received only 49% of the total ballots cast.
It took Aspen, Colorado only one RCV election to repeal it.
Burlington, Vermont did it after two RCV elections. With a 71%
to 29% vote Pierce County (Tacoma) Washington voters
repealed RCV after one election.
Councilor Joel Sipress, who has studied voting systems for 20
years, said the group pushing RCV, Fair Vote Minnesota, does
not disclose its donors. They have spent over $70,000 on their
Duluth campaign with a television advertising buy coming on
top of that. That’s an incredibly large sum for a city election.
“We will disclose our donors,” said Sipress. One of them is
the Duluth Central Labor Body, which voted to donate to the
effort last Thursday.

result of policy choices that
boosted the bargaining power
of those with the most wealth
and power (Bivens et al. 2014).
As we argued, better policy
choices, made with low- and
moderate-wage earners in
mind, can lead to more widespread wage growth and
strengthen and expand the middle class.
This paper updates and
explains the implications of the
central component of the wage
stagnation story: the growing
gap between overall productivity growth and the pay of the
vast majority of workers since
the 1970s. A careful analysis of
this gap between pay and productivity provides several
important insights for the
ongoing debate about how to
address wage stagnation and
rising inequality.
First, wages did not stagnate
for the vast majority because
growth in productivity (or
income and wealth creation)
collapsed. Yes, the policy shifts
that led to rising inequality
were also associated with a
slowdown in productivity
growth, but even with this
slowdown, productivity still
managed to rise substantially in
recent decades. But essentially
none of this productivity
growth flowed into the paychecks of typical American
workers. Second, pay failed to
track productivity primarily

due to two key dynamics representing rising inequality: the
rising inequality of compensation (more wage and salary
income accumulating at the
very top of the pay scale) and
the shift in the share of overall
national income going to owners of capital and away from
the pay of employees. Third,
although boosting productivity
growth is an important longrun goal, this will not lead to
broad-based wage gains unless
we pursue policies that reconnect productivity growth and
the pay of the vast majority.
Ever since EPI first drew
attention to the decoupling of
pay and productivity (Mishel
and Bernstein 1994), our work
has been widely cited in economic analyses and by policymakers. It has also attracted
criticisms from those looking
to deny the facts of inequality.
Thus in this paper we not only
provide an updated analysis of
the productivity–pay disconnect and the factors behind it,
we also explain why the measurement choices we have made
are the correct ones. As we
demonstrate, the data series

and methods we use to construct our graph of the growing
gap between productivity and
typical worker pay best capture
how income generated in an
average hour of work in the
U.S. economy has not trickled
down to raise hourly pay for
typical workers.
Key findings include:
• For decades following the
end of World War II, inflationadjusted hourly compensation
(including employer-provided
benefits as well as wages) for
the vast majority of American
workers rose in line with
increases in economy-wide
productivity. Thus hourly pay
became the primary mechanism that transmitted economy-wide productivity growth
into broad-based increases in
living standards.
• Since 1973, hourly compensation of the vast majority
of American workers has not
risen in line with economywide productivity. In fact,
hourly compensation has
almost stopped rising at all. Net
productivity grew 72.2 percent
between 1973 and 2014. Yet
See Wage growth...page 7
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between 1995 and 2002.
Another measure of the pay of
inflation-adjusted hourly 0.20 percent annually, over this the typical worker, real hourly
compensation of the median same period, with essentially compensation of production,
worker rose just 8.7 percent, or all of the growth occurring nonsupervisory workers, who
up 80 percent of the
JOB POSTING – AFSCME COUNCIL 5 (MN) make
workforce, also shows pay
stagnation for most of the periFIELD REPRESENTATIVE
We are taking applications for a Field Representative to be od since 1973, rising 9.2 percent between 1973 and 2014.
based out of the Duluth Office. We anticipate the assignAgain, the lion’s share of this
ment will involve working with State, Private, City and
growth occurred between 1995
Local government local unions. The Field Representative
and 2002.
is responsible for performing a multitude of duties
• Net productivity grew 1.33
providing representation to our members and locals.
percent each year between
Overall responsibility is for building local union capacity
1973 and 2014, faster than the
and empowering the membership.
meager 0.20 percent annual
JOB SUMMARY/DUTIES: Incumbents may perform any or rise in median hourly compensation. In essence, about 15
all of these duties and responsibilities on a recurring
percent of productivity growth
basis depending upon the individual local and/or unit
between 1973 and 2014 transassignments. This is only a general summary:
lated into higher hourly wages
• Work with locals/units to develop and implement a
benefits for the typical
process in which members find and implement solutions and
American worker. Since 2000,
to problems rather than having problems solved for them the gap between productivity
• Arrange and participate in frequent site visits to improve and pay has risen even faster.
communications with rank and file members, in addition The net productivity growth of
to regular meetings with leadership of local unions
21.6 percent from 2000 to 2014
• Communicate to members policies and positions of the
translated into just a 1.8 perorganization; provide advice and guidance to membership cent rise in inflation-adjusted
and leadership regarding issues facing the organization compensation for the median

Wage growth needed...from page 6

• Promptly and accurately respond to all communication
• Attend as needed, local and/or unit meetings
• Have ultimate responsibility for enforcement of
collective agreements. Process and prepare grievance
files. Prepare and conduct arbitrations
• Assist locals/units in preparation for negotiations, including research. Serve as negotiation’s chief negotiator
• Facilitate internal organizing campaigns.
• Attend to labor relations problems. Serve as a resource
for legislative items, trends in collective bargaining, and
other matters relating to employment
• Train Local Leaders and Stewards on their duties
• Actively look for and support opportunities and activities
to organize unrepresented groups of workers
• Complete accurately and timely all AFSCME MN Council
5 required forms, including activity and expense reports
ACCOUNTABILITIES: Field Representatives must be able
to work independently and make necessary decisions
concerning all aspects of representation and be accountable to the assigned Field Director and our members.
JOB REQUIREMENTS:
• High school diploma/equivalent (Bachelor degree better)
• Knowledge and/or experience in the labor movement
• Knowledge of the labor movement and its structures
• Demonstrable ability to organize and plan work
• Ability to analyze and resolve complex problems
• Ability to work under pressure and independently
• Ability to communicate effectively in all formats
• Available to work long, irregular and unusual hours,
weekends and holidays. Most weeks more than 40 hours
• Must have a valid driver’s license and be insurable
• Knowledge of computers, internet and email

Resumes and references submitted to:
Michelle Stein, AFSCME MN Council 5
300 Hardman Avenue South, South St. Paul, MN 55075
or Fax: 651-455-1311
Email: Michelle.Stein@afscmemn.org (No phone calls)

DEADLINE: MONDAY, OCTOBER 26, 2015, 4 pm
AFSCME MN Council 5 is an Equal Opportunity Employer;
women and people of color strongly encouraged to apply.
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worker (just 8 percent of net
productivity growth).
• Since 2000, more than 80
percent of the divergence
between a typical (median)
worker’s pay growth and overall net productivity growth has
been driven by rising inequality (specifically, greater inequality of compensation and a
falling share of income going
to workers relative to capital
owners). Over the entire 1973–
2014 period, rising inequality
explains over two-thirds of the
productivity–pay divergence.
• If the hourly pay of typical
American workers had kept
pace with productivity growth
since the 1970s, then there
would have been no rise in
income inequality during that
period. Instead, productivity
growth that did not accrue to
typical workers’ pay concentrated at the very top of the pay
scale (in inflated CEO pay, for
example) and boosted incomes
accruing to owners of capital.
• These trends indicate that
while rising productivity in

recent decades provided the
potential for a substantial
growth in the pay for the vast
majority of workers, this potential was squandered due to rising inequality putting a wedge
between potential and actual
pay growth for these workers.
• Policies to spur widespread wage growth, therefore,
must not only encourage productivity growth (via full
employment, education, innovation, and public investment)
but also restore the link
between growing productivity
and the typical worker’s pay.
• Finally, the economic evidence indicates that the rising
gap between productivity and
pay for the vast majority likely
has nothing to do with any
stagnation in the typical worker’s individual productivity.
For example, even the lowestpaid American workers have
made considerable gains in
educational attainment and
experience in recent decades,
which should have raised their
productivity.
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AFSCME Council 5 convention bolsters Trades pickets at Radisson
When AFSCME Council 5
holds their state convention
they like to take action in the
streets to fire up their delegates
and the town they’re in. They
did just that October 2 when
over 600 AFSCME members
gathered in Duluth. They rallied outside the Radisson Hotel
in raucous support of the
Duluth Building and Construction Trades (DBCTC). Trades’
unions have been picketing the
hotel for seven weeks over the
use of non-union, out-of-state
labor being used on a $4 million remodel.
The crowd had been chanting and boisterous for an hour
amidst honking rush hour
horns when Council 5
President Judy Wahlberg took
the microphone.
“How many have stayed
here in the past,” Wahlberg
asked to many raised arms and
cheers. “We know it needed to
be remodeled, but we need to
tell the owner to use northland
union workers to do the work!”
Attached to an inflatable rat
behind Wahlberg was a sign
with owner Carl Kaeding’s
phone number, 1-952-2294433. He has owned the
Radisson for a year and a half
and has eight other hotels.
AFSCME Local 66 President Dennis Frazier told the
crowd, “We refuse to be
exploited, to see profits come
before people. We want an
economy that cares for workers, not one that kills our workers. All we ask for as workers
are good jobs with good
wages.”
DBCTC President Craig
Olson was impressed by the
greatest show of support the

pickets have received.
“Wow, how great is this,”
Olson exclaimed as cheers
filled Superior Street. “We’re
not going to let these guys
destroy our standard of living.”
Olson told the ralliers that
“some people in town are trying to divide labor and we’re
not going to let that happen.”
He said the members of
Workers United Local 99 and
Operating Engineers Local 70
that work at the Radisson have
the Trades’ support.
The only other union hotel
in Duluth is the Holiday Inn
just a couple blocks down
Superior Street.
Eliot Seide, executive director of AFSCME Council 5, said
demonstrations like Oct. 2nd’s
– even if they drive business
from the hotel – actually
strengthen the hand of hotel
staff long-term.
“We are protecting the
rights of workers to have fair
wages, benefits, and working
conditions,” he told delegates.
“We can show that an attack on
one of us is an attack on all of
us. You can’t do this in Duluth.
You can’t do this anywhere. If
the new owner is using
nonunion labor to fix the hotel,
it’s only a matter of time before
he uses nonunion labor in the
hotel.”
Olson said there’s a reason
the Duluth area is among the
best in the nation for union
density.
“When you see rallies like
that, which had a lot of other
unions and community members there, and you know how
long we’ve been around, well
over a hundred years for most
of our unions, you know we’re

not going to let guys like our union contractors. We and united we’ll stand.”
Kaeding destroy our trades, or know that divided we’ll fall,
At the meeting of the
Duluth Central Labor Body
October 8, delegates voted to
present a gift to Workers Local
99 members employed at the
Radisson. A spaghetti fundraiser dinner is also being planned
for them.
“It was nice to be able to do
something to help those workers,” Olson said. “It has never
been our goal to hurt them, but
we realize our pickets have
been tough on the tipped
employees at the Radisson.”
In meetings with Kaeding
and emails from General
Manager Rhonda Hausman it
has been made clear that the
Radisson will continue to use
the out of area, non-union
Duluth Building & Construction Trades Council President workforce. More tile, concrete,
Craig Olson said their unions and AFSCME have had their plumbing, and electrical work
share of differences over the past 30 years but Council 5’s may be in remodeling plans.
support of their Radisson picket deserved a great shout-out.

If you have an accepted
workers' comp injury, you may
have rights to seek ongoing
medical, rehabilitation,
retraining, permanent partial
disability (for damage to
a body part), temporary total
disability, or permanent total
disability.
Long standing injuries may
be the basis for current claims.

You could have claims that
you have not asserted for
overt or repetitive trauma
(hearing loss, lung disease or
Gillette injuries).
If you find yourself in this
situation, it would be wise to
learn more. It costs nothing
for us to evaluate your case
so you understand exactly
where you stand.

AFSCME Council 5’s state convention in Duluth Oct. 1-3
brought their President Lee Saunders from Washington.
He was greeted by Sgt-at-Arms Erica Kantola and her son,
Jaydon Gilkes, who was also a Sgt-at-Arms. He seems to
be stopping fist bumpin’ Saunders, wondering where the
dude’s credential badge is. Mom knew he didn’t need one.
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